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ABSTRACT
A

The United States lacks an "official' .ge
.1designation. When confronted with the issue, Founding
Fathers, in their Wisdom, opted against it. :, the
Framers of the Constitution elected to set the c..,-)ate
squarely in the political domain; This matter is fast
becoming one of the hottest issues of the 1980s.

'While Englishis currently the common' language, thiS
does_ not preclude the "official" use of others. Millions of.
students have a: right to the benefits of bilingual
education.. Adults also have the right by Federal law to
-language assistance in some cases. Nodetheless, this extant
patch-work of disjointed, sometimes conflicting court
decisions, agency rules,-legIslative enactments, geheral
practices and usages have not coal.esced" into genere.lspolicy.

Aranguage policy may differ foradults.as opposed to
children: While bilingual educationsmay,become accepted,
particularly for non-English speaking children, numerous
.children, who are dominant in Engli -shand are bilingual, are
not reached, by this approach., Those children, like adults,
are meeting resistance when they attempt to gain the
benefits of b' .Nrigual.assistance impublicschools.

. ./

Bilingia ism as a poliCy affecting adults in diverge
.public entitlements, such as.public assistance and
unemployment compensationj.may be more 'difficult to
establish. In% the workplace, English-only policies may be

, implemented, particularly when the Hispanic work force
'increases. SuCh rules may be subjectto attack, but the
outcome remains unclear at. this'point.

The language policy of the United.States, presently in
an inchoate state, will likely be fdirmlY established :by the
end.ofthe'decade. HispanicS axe.called upon.to play a
historic and paramount.rolejn its development. The test by
fire may 1411 be the useof Spanish at-the. Workplacei

Consideration of the unique and Peculiar situation i-.)?
Puerto" Ricans in,a_sine aua non of 'the framing of any;
poss#)lelanguag policy. Along with an analysis. of court
decisions, statutes, and'a.gencyrules,a review of the
,language policy Of the United States inPUerto Rico is key,
because Puerto Ritans are U.S. Citi.7.ens'by birth.

1
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'PREFACE

.%.

. The.nature_of this presentation differs much from that
of most presentations-being delivered at the Symposium. Because
the authors.are lawyers, it is cast for the most part in the
style of legal analysis. Within'that context.,,itlimited by
the focus of the Symposium to the national language policy
vis a vls Spanish. While Spanish' is the secoAd most commonly
used language in the United .States, and its impact.uPon.natiwa.al
policy (and' the converse) is paramount, a complete ahalysiss.
would require treatment of the Hawaiian and Filipino experiences,
those4Of Native Americans generally, and of the various other.

.I,linguistic minorities. We -leave to others, or for another time,
, "a fuller analysis of this topic. e .

, --- ; , . .'
N i '

It is relevant to explain what is meant by such'ter/Ms as
"official" .and "comnion" language. The latter term, 4enerally,

4could be defined as that language which become popular
throughout.a,aiven region and,whiCh is u

1:
d generallli'in all

forms of. interaction. T4e measure of commonality is baSic'aily.
the extent of.4,ts use, dnd"the.recognition it is /given by .

speakers .as a standard for communication. Itcou4d also be
Called "Rrevalent" or "standard", language. By."official"'is . -
Meant that language or lanrlacres-that have, received Overnmental
recognition a.S-the authoritetive language or lang4agesi-usually
through, some constitutional or similar document. While there
can :technically' be no limit to-theknumber-of "official'` languages
Of'a given country,the number of "common" language* is limited
ultimately by their usage. It is possible to have an ".official"
language that is not generally used by most people, and similarly
it is possible/for there to be a "common!' language that receives
no "offibial" recognition. In the United States there are areas.
.in which Spanish .is the "common" lanuage The time may soon '

come in which Spanish will stand next.to English as this country':
second. "common" language, :sk

a)
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67,

0 .

The United States does no have an "official" language

policy. When.the Founding Fathes confronted this issue,

.,they those not to, designate English as the/official Ian-
.

guage. 1 In fact,.there were more than a handful of

'influential citizens opposed to anything and everything

English.,. They would hate preferred French on even German as

the lInguage of the fledgling nation. Perhaps as 'the. result °

of a stalemate the simple-lack_of a consensus,' the

Framers of the Constitution omitted froM-that'docUment any'

reference to an "official" language. Let's.not forget that

'many of these men could speak more than one language with

equal fluency and were riot. \ ed particularly to any one's of,

them. Now, almost two cent ries- after theConstitution

became the supreme. law of is land, the-debate over an

official language has been rekindled. This issue is

poten,tiallyoone of the hottest of the.80's.

Both po]itical and, legal: history suggest that desig

°nation of an official anguage-would be more divisive than

.ameliorating. From itfs very., inception the United States has

been a nation of nations. Many immigrant groups have $

arrived, together 1;,/itl their worldly, possessions, bringing
. _

with them their world views, mares, 'and lartquage.s.

Tolerance for the use of different languages in ;the

United States was greater ih the l9th.centUry than tie

present one. qn,fact, both French and German were languages

4I-See, Generally, Leibowitz, A.H..,'The Bilingual
Education Aft: A"LegislativeAnalvsis, National
ClearinghouSe for Bilingual.Education, 1989, at page 3.:".



of instruction
0

pin various arts of the country during the' .

..44 .

,-
. L.

second halftlof the ninpteenthecentury,
2 ,Former Mexican

1

citizens, in territories taken over by the Unitdd States,.
. . .

retained -the right to preserve their native language and

culture in both ;private and ptibli6 spheres underiithe Treaty
.

.

.
.i .

of Guadalupe-Hidalgolin 1E48, which ended open hostilities

. between the neighbors -Northand puth of-the Rio Bravo.' To

this day Hispanics, because,of historical circumstances, are

)recognized as having a claim to the right to detain their
1

.

I

language and culture: I.

[For, immigrant groups other than
Hispanics,the] decision to. come here 4

carried with i- a willifigness.to give-
up:their language,r-everything.

Thatwasn't true in the Southwest, ,

,

we went in and took. the people over,
took over the landsand-culture.. They
had our culture'supeAmposed oh theM.

.
They did not consent .to abandon thdAr-,
hOmeland and to dome here and le'ai.n'c.

\

- anew They are not only the far. more
numerous group, bUtwe recognie the

.

°' .'

,fact.that they3are, entitled to special. ,

consideiation. . ; ,
.

'Perhaps no groups willingIy!' give's up its langu4ge.
, .

,

mthe case of Hispanics, dt-over', there is all,themore

, '4 ..

reason t6 retain the Spanish language by virtue of our
,

o

ProximitY to bur homelands._ Today, as a result of advances

.-.

4
. United State Obmmission.for.c.ivil.Bights,-A 4

Better'Chance To Learn: Bilingual4Bicultural Education, May,
, 1975.

\ ..(
3

.

I--Statement of Senator Yarborough, (D-Texas),
Hearings Befoire the Senate Special subcommittoe -on Bilingual
Education of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, 90th.
Cong.,..1st Sess., 37 (1967)..

2



in'technology, including.MOderh transportation, we enjoy the

benefits of maintaining stronger pies to our homelands than

was the case with European and,Asiari &mmigrarits isn an

earlier ega. The strongest case, perhaps, can be made fof

:Puerto Ricans.
6

Puerto RicO,, a Spanish colony since the conquistadores.
.

t. .'arrived. in tile late 14006, tdgethei. with Cuba formed the
. . ,t ,

.

i-last vstige of Spain's empire).n the Iestern Hemisphere.
,.

.

_

Acqtired by the.United.sitates after its invasion in 1898

.during the Cuban-SpaniSh-Amerkcan.War, luerts_Rico continues

:to be a osseSsion_of the'.United States.
/. Ftt

At he outset, it ,was 'the policy bf) the United States
,

. . .

Congress (which, under. the U.S. tonStitution's Territorial
e

Clause; has 'jurisdiction and control Over Puerto Rico) to
. ,

-, ,

'americanizeH_the Island's people. The principal tool in

'' this process wg.S.thP rblic education Systev:.,
.

.t.

For decades" the Ipiesident of :the. United States
.

appointed not. only 'the Governor ofjluerto Ric 8.ut.its

Comreissionbr"of Education as well: :11is helps to gauge the
\.

key nature o5 this:position in.the eyes of the United-
.\.

States. At differtit points during th course dt\f aimOSt

fifty years, the several Commissiones Edvtation required

thgt al, or, at the very least, the first. four years of

,eIementary insructfon be' conducted in, English, But' in high
7

schoOls from 1900:t1rough 1949, ..allinstruction.was in

English. Since tshen, however., andeluring the entire pe4od

of theexistence:oftle Commonwealth status of Puerto
AV

1

4-



education at all aevels has been taking place in Spanish.
4

IMPACT OF THE POLITICAL STATUS OF i)UERTORICO
p s;

Different 'courts.have over the years. taken note of the

fact,Vpat Spanish is the' language of Puerto Rico; and the-

fact.that it is so with Congress's acquiescence.; Some of

the court opinions about to,bd cited are either dissenting

opinions onopinions of lower.courts.whose language were not

adopted by the re7iIiwing court of appeals. However, they

clearly provide an undeplying rationale for th4 argument

-th'at because.Puerto Ricans are American citizens, yet do not

haVe to be fluekt in English, Spanish is a quasi-official

language., or at leaSt that. Puerto Ricans have ,a claim to

special,ccnsidgration.5

Chief Justice. Wilentz, of .the New Jersey Supreme Court,

ina dissenting opinion, recognized.the effect that the

pOlitical'relationthip between the Island and the United

States has on languagepolidy. He disagreed with'his

brethren-who held that in New Jersey due process of-law does

90t-reauirethat.non-English speaking-Hispanics receive

4 For a more detailed exposition. of t\ langtage

.policy 'in Puerto Ritos public schools, see, Osuna, J.J., A

4.
lUstorvof Educatioi in Puerto Ricd, Editorial de la -,

Universidad de Puerto Rido; 1949 Ed.,'pages 341-418.

5 As declared by the Supreme, Court of the-United --.-

States: "Pterto Rico occupies.a relationship to the-arri-ted

States that has.no parallel in our history." Examining

Board v. Flores. de Otero, 426 U.S. 572,, 596, (1976).

4



notices in Spanish When applying for unemployment compen-
.

sation:-
(T]here are special

considerations of fairness
to bee-accorded Spanish-speak
persons. Spanish, unlike an
other language, has quasi-,
official status in the Unite

__-----States because of our relati
ship to the Commonwealth of
Puerto...RiCo. Puerto Ricans
are United-- States citizens

,with/the,- 'same responsibilities
and/benefits of-other Unite4p/
States Citizens, but schools'
in Pue'rto Rico are conducted
/in Spanish. Thus, unlike

.non-Englis4 speaking immi-
grants from foreign countries,
non-English speaking Puerto
Ricans are not required to
learn English before they
may excercise their right to
vote as United States citizens.
Spanish is thereby given special
recognition as the native langugge
of many United States citizens.

In Katzenbach v. Morgan,
7 the Supreme Court,

speculating on possible congressional rationales for

limiting §4(e) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 8 to
a.

6 Alfonso v. Board of Review, Department of Labor,
and Industry, State of New Jersey, 89 N.J..41, Supreme Court
of qpw'Jersey, A-37, September/Term, 1981; slip. op.'at
pages 16-17 (Wilentz,-C.J., disenting),

7"384 U.S. 641 (1966).

8 42 U.S.C. 5 1973 (e) (2); Voting Rights Act of
65, Sections 1 et seq., 4 (e) (2).
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citizens educated in "AMerican-flap" schools (i.e.,.Puerto
Rico)gthad cited:.

a recognization of .t.he uniqde
historid relationship between
the Congress and the Commonwealth
of Plierto' Rico, an awareness of the
Federal-Government's acceptance of

4
the desirability of Spanish as the
language ofj.nstruction in Common-
wealth schools, and the fa&t:that-
Congress hag fostered policies
encouraging migration from he
Commonwealth to the States.,.

c In Puerto Rican Organization for Political Action

(PROPA) v. Kusper., the United States Court of Appeals for

the Seventh Circuit explained:
a

United States policy
towards persons born in
Puerto Rico is to make them
U.S. citizens, to allow them
to conduct their schools in
Spanish, and to permit them
unrestricted migration to
the mainland. As a result,
thousands of Puerto Ricans
have come to live in New York,
Chicago, and other urban areas;
they are eligible, as residents
and U.S. residents, to vote in
elections conducted in a lan-
guage many of them do not lin-

% derstand. Puerto Ricans are
not required, as are immigrants
from foreign countries, to
learn English before they
may exercise their right to
vote as United States citizens.

9 384 U.S. at 658 (footnotes omitted): A

1.0 490 F.2d 575, 578 (7th Cir.1973) (footnotes

omitted).



The now,-much-neglected case of"United States V. Count

Board of Elections of Monroe County, N.Y. 11 up eld
p.
federal law\against New York State's attempt to d nv Prerto

. -

Ricans the right to vote. In this case the federal

government went to court to protecta 21-year old Puerto

Rican woman who had completed the ninth grade in the

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. She was' not allowed to

register to vote at a Rochester, New York,,polling place,

because she could neither read nor write the English

language to the satisfaction of the state election'

officials.

The three-judge court upheld the federal covernment's.

position on beilalf of the woman. .It eloquently traced the

history of Puerto Rico's relationship to tie -United States

to justify its decision. It stated:

Indeed, by means of 'this all per-
vasive Article IV. power [in the
United. States Constitution to dispose
of and make all needful rules and
regulations respecting the territory or
other property belong to the United
States], Congress controlled the
very structure and existence cif
Puerto Rican lifeand, for over
half - century, effectively shaped
its institutions' in accordance
with Congress' own territorial
policies. But throughout most of
this period; Congress, cognizant
of evolving principles of

4, international law, recognized
the-inherent right of a people
and the wisdom of a foreign policy
which sought to preserve the territory's
culture and the integrity of its mother
tongue.

11 248 F.Supp. 316 (W.D.N.Y., 1965) Athree-judge
Court).
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While, in the earliest years of

the territorial administration the
Commissioners .[of Education appointed
by the President of the United States]
decided that the English language would'

be the medium of iftstruction in these
schobis, it was soon apparent That the
attempt to "American' e" the inhabitants
'of.the newly acquire territory by the,
artifidal introducti n of a foreign
language into its educational processes
was not only impracticable'but dis-'
advantageous to this.countrys relnion
with other Latin American nations.

The 1978 amendments to the federal Bilingual". Education
r

Act made a special provision with respect to children in

Puerto Rico. The 1974.Act permitted the Commonwealth .of

Puerto Rico, like lbcal agencies in the United States, 'to

improve theiEnglish proficiency of children residing in the

Island. The 1978 amendments provided that Puerto Rico could

serve the needs of 'students with limited proficiency in

Spanish! Thetamendment was designed to assist children who

return to Puerto Rico from the States, and are unable to

function adequately in Spanish,.the,language of instruction.

Thus

the Congte'ss again recognized the singular(nature of Puerto

Rican American citizens, and also its responsibility to

preserve the native language of Puerto Rico.
f

What applies to Puerto Ricans as a discrete and insular

minority by law., should .also apply to all Hispan'ics

/

12 Id., at 319.



generally.,- in light of previously mentioned'condition.s of

proximity, population shift, and politics. The Spanish-

language Vies us all together, and the-benefits deriveet

Puerto Ri6ans as a result of our peculiar status are shared

by all Spanish, speakers. .Puerto RicaS, therefore, can

be-come the cutting -edge, the vanguard in the struggle for

the adoption of a new language policy in the United States.
0

While, previous immigrant groups were of diverse

tur1 and linguistic:backgrounds! Hispanics speakthe same

langilge and maintain tiev,,among.themselveS premised; in

large part, on sharing a common cultural heritage. This

'bond among Latinos exists despite national frontiers,

.regional conflicts, and a variety of ,thnic admixtures. In

the United States Latinos are generally drawn:[to :.2.z..c.11 other

more than to non-Latinos. For instance, although Puerto

Ricn intermarriage with non-Puerto Ricans has increased
4

over the years, it has been mostly with other

Latinos. l3Lat

However, no matterwhet justifications have been put',

forth for bilingualism, the English language has enjoyed

primacy in the fields of politicS and government, commerce

.
and industry, and social intercourse generally. English is

4

today, as it has been in the paSt, the common language of

,

this 'land. But, it -is nowhere- etched instone that,. English

shall forevermore enjoy such a-singular status. .Demographic

.

13 .See, Fitzpatrick, J.P., and Gurak, D., Hispacic
Intermarre in'New York City: 1975; Hispanic Research
Center, Fordham university, New.York,

9
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1

shifts. V
\

may an modifidatiol of- the

monolingualism aavocafted bY,iktmong others, fonder U.

Senator S.I. Hayakawa midi to President of the American'
. e, -

'..TederatiOn of Teachers, Albert. Bhanker.

LANGUAGE POLICY.AND CHILDREN

English language prafiiency is.recognizea by Hispanics

as necessary requirement for-interaction with the larger

social body. ht is for tlFris xeason thatHispanic parentS\,,

thave struggled -so long and hard for the implementation of
\
\

bilingual education programs in schpols throughout the

country. They have f6und great value in the acquisitionof.
,

r.

English fluenCy, but are unwilling to see their children

fall. behind their peers academically during the period of

transition from one language t3 another. Neither arethey
i.

willing to allow/the denigration of their cultural. lieritage

in the process.

However adults fhave:fared in the U.S-: irithis nation's

alternating war and romance with bilingualism and plul'ralism

in the past geneation, children in 'red of language

assistance in school have until recetly been assured of

getting it as a matter of national policy. ,

AO

4

"



Even those. who have questioned certain forms of

bilingual education have sought aid for those youngsters.

For example, the National' XducatiOn Association irs objected

to the Reagan Administration'q; limitation of funds unddr.
14,

$100 million for bilingualieducation, and the NEA leas
15proposed thatLfederak legisiatiOn favoring total

immersion in English be abandoned.

Bilingual education for limited'English proficient

children has been acceptedaes part of the standart public

school curriculum, since the-federal Bilingual Education Act

was passed in 1968, and thp ilipreMe Court ruled in 1974

that "those who do not-understand English are certain to

find their classroom experiences wholly 'incomprehensible and.

in no way meaningful. "16

But to limit bilingual_education to those children who

do mot understand,English Err every those "dominant" in
. -

.

another langUage or dialect has been found wanting by

e.

-

linguists and educators.
1

.7-2.:For example, children in the

14 "Reagan is Urged
B- 111,," ftT Education Week

15 H.R. 2682 (98th

16

. 17

Lau v. Nichols,

J

.\-
7

to Drop S4port of Bilingual
a-. (September 28, .1983). 4'.

Cong. 1st Sess. 1983).

4'14 U.S. 563 (1974). /

Sep, generally,. National Puerto Rican Task /Force
cn\Education Policy,'"Toyard A Language Policy ,for Puerto
'Ricans in the U.S.", Bilingual Edition, 1982; At-EZnasi,,J.,
et al..., "Intergederationalr.Perspectives on Bilingualism",
Center for Puerto Rican S+..T1dies, 1982.

11
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-United States living in Spanish- speaking environments seem

to stiffer academically., even. if they are dominant in

English,,yet language rarely is taken into account when

0 these minors do pqorly.

When the Aspira lawsuit was filed in New York in 1972

to require the City 4chool system to provide bilingual

edUcation, the problem these children would face was known.

But at the.time it was 'not considered politically fdasible

'to demand that children be given whatever language

assistance.and educational support mas,needed'to allow them
. ..

. I

to maintain°pace with children who speaksthe languageJand"
.

manifest thb culture dominant in the United States.
18

This larger group of English-speaking children frot

home environments where languages and dialects other than

standard.English is used, Slowlyl'has been gaining some

recognition.at law. Educators and courts now are being

asked. to lower the language barriers these youngsters may

face. 'Courts reluctantly are beginning to reacignize the

language bprrier between schpol systems geared toward that,1

dominant language and culture; and ,all others, including-

blacks from lower socio-economic status who come -from Black

.

English dialect environments.
19

, 18 See, Santiago-Santiago, Isaura: "A Community's
Struggle for Equal Educational Opportunity: ASPIRA v. 3d. of

Ed.", Office of MinoritY EdUcation, ETS, 1978-.p

19 See, e.g. Martin Luther King Elmentary School
Children v. Ann Arbor School District, 473 F.Supp. 1371

(E.D.Mich. 1979)

'21
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'ES"pecially'Khenlearriing toread and write in early

elementary school, children-in envirOnments-sigI4ificantly
.

different from that ofthe public sChool'they'attend often

exhibit difficulty in shifting from the linguistic cultural'

"codes" of the hOme to that of classFoom.20 Ideally,

.

then, public schooladmiriistrators should learn, as a few

o take appropriate action'to overcome language

barriere-faced by children not of the dominant"language and

culture% Federal legislation requires, that much.
, . 4

to the degree that the law 1 'folloWed, bilingual 'or
kb

multilingual schools mightThecome, increasingly common'' in

ceqain neighborhoods. Thus the language or "code" the

usesses will be. taken into account as the school systems .

\
_

. ."' .

.

endeavor t aid all
.ll Ofthe ybungsters'in the schools t

- .

adapt to the\dbminant language and'culture of the United
\ '

, -

States:without causing them to lose identity or self-esteem.

In a school system cogn t of such linguistic and

cultural variables, no child would have to forsake his or

her hothe environment' to reap.the benefi.s of public

schooling. This would be of particular` importance to

children, including Puerto.Ricans, who tend .to,go.back.and

20 the cede switching problem's' and'the Spectrum of
"language and dialect". perhaps is best discussed by the
,aformentioned National Puerto Rican Task -Force. See, note
13.

21 See, e.g. "Spanish-as-a-SecOnd Language; What
Si:me Holyoke Students Have to Say" IV A Chronicle: Equal
Education...in Massachusetts I. (May, 1983):'

;,

13. ,
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.
fortL throughot the period of "required sChodl attendance,

between school sythteths where' English is the dominant

language and those on the Island, where Spanish:Prevaiis.
:

4

Puerto 14can youngsters-would not be the Sble.

beneficiaries% Certainly NativeAmericaps and EskiMOS in

Alaka facelsimilar problem's. It is likely that blacks,
r ,

:
,

,especially the poor,amorig them, also experience the kinds of

difficulties resulting from langu ge and culture if and when

they, move.b,acIsand forth between chodls that remain

22
searegated and those in which they are minority.,

Schools then would be designed-to be integrated, not

'only along'racial lines but those of language and cultur .

Any move in such direction would be desirable for those who
.0#.

.. ,

do not undefttand English and also for those whose home

f
0

environments in the United States are different than the

standard,model.,.*Certainly any child from a Saanish-speaking

environment could not be harmed by'a new aWareness of thow

learning of varying "codes" impacts on a child's edu=4itional'

progress.A
4

-Ideally, children with .language and cultural difficul-

tes would not be labeled as "problem youngsters" in need of

special education:education:

Despite this progress in the movement for bilingualism

in United Stated school, this does not automatically'

- 22 Thi issue and a legal case broUght by the Fund'.

in Bridgeport, onnecticut affecting Puerto Ricans, blacks'

-:and whites was discussea in E.Fiske, ".Language Gap Debated

Anew," New York. Times, CI, Dec. 7, 1982-



translate, into alright to a bilingual education'. The

Supreme Court in Lau did not prescribe any given edqOational

Methodology to achieve an equal educational opportunity.

The national, mood, whichDefore the Reagan Administration.at

Most tolerated bilingual echIcation as a pedagogidal tool,

has since become less.forebearing. The current Adminis-

tration's proposed amendments to the Bilinglial Education Act

, .

would vitiate'it of its original intentand purpose-
23

The Report of-the Twentieth Century Fund Task Forceon

.
Federal and Secondary Education P6 icy

24 recommend an end

'to fedetkal pport for bilignual education.
25

If this reflects the status. of .the struggle for

bilingualism in' the area whiikre traditionally-there has beep

most tolerance for such aconcept, we should not be

surprited to learn that there'have been' few4hajor advances

,/
made' n the 'last few years. In fact, rejection of

the public use of, languages other'than English almost

becomingoa badge of patriotism.'

Legislative enactments, agency rules, and court

decisions have in the past not only coun,Vnanced,_but

required the official use of 1-nguages otherthan English,

.(/btit this movement may bestagnating.
I

23 See, March, 1983 NAPE New analysis of the
proposed amendments and their impbt.

24 See, June, 1983' NABE News response, to the
Twentieth Century FunWfs report._

25 It is unclear that the 20th Century Fund in -fact

endorses this position. Its President, Robert Wood, is said

to have disCl.alMed it in a public forum.

15
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NATIVE LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE .

'Tf.Puerto Ricans and other Hispanics are going ''to get

the public,services and languageassistance they need, they

have to use their voting franchise. Thus,

access to the election propesg.becomes critical ir. order: for

Hispanics:tohave a voice in PUlic affairs.

i A provision of the Voting Rights Act.of 1965 protected

the right to vote of Puerto; Ricans untible to read, write, or

- interpret certain provisions in English..4The federal law
-

was;and is as follows:
.

(1) Congress .hereby detIaresi.-- hat
to secure the rights under t e 14th
Amendment of. tersons educated in "

American-flag schools in which the
',predominant classroom language was

other than English, it is necessary
to prohibit. the States' from condi-
tioning the right to vote of such
persons'on ability -to read, write,
understand or interpiet any matter
in the English language.

(21 NO person who demonstrates
that he has successfully coffipleted
the sixth primary grade-j.,n a public
school in...the .Commonwealth of

... Puerto Rico in which the predomi:-
nant classroom languagewaS other
than English shall be dented the
right to vote in anv.Federal, Sta..,
on local election because of his
inability to read, write, under-stand
or interpret any mater in the '

English language...

elv

4

26 51973b(e)(1),(2) Voting R hts At of.
1965, Sections 1 et seq.', 4(en1),(2).



-

In Kakzenhach.V.. Morgan
2/ the Supreme Court of the

United,States upheld:this.provision of the Voting Bights Act
_ o _

, .

against aFhallenge by-the State of 4New York. TheCourt

4*.
"*. db

struck down a requirement-that Puerto tacanS.pass. a",'_est
-

,

`,English literacy in order to have 'the right. to vote in .New

York, stating. that:
-

section 4(e) maYb&viewed. as atheasure
tolsecure'forthe Puerto Rican community
rdsidinq in New York non-discriminatory
treatment by government--both '

imposition of vot.j..ng qualifications and
'the provision or administraticin .ofTovern-
mental services, duch.as public schools,.
publit housing,-and law enforcement.

Section 4(e)*may be readily' seen
as'"plainly. Adapted". to furthering these,
aims of the Equal ProtectfonClause. -.The
practical effects of Section 4re) is to

`"prohibit New York from denying the right4
to vote to large segments 9f its Puerto.
Rican community. Congress had thus pro-
hibited the State fromAlenying tothat
.commaity the right that is "prstservative
of all rights. "' .[Citation omitted.] ,

This'enhanced political, power win. be
helpful An gaining 'nondiscriminatOry
treatment in public services.fdr' the
"entire Puerto Rican community. Section 4(e)
thereby enables the Puerto Rican minority
better-to obtain "perfect, equality of civil rights

-

and the.eqtal protection of the laws."
It was well within congrbssdona.1 apthority'.
to say:that this need of theftuerto'Ricar.
minority for the vote warranted federal
intrusion upon any state int-drests sgve4
by the English literacy requirement:

27 See, footnote 4, aboVe.-

28 384 U.S. at 652-653. -

a
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:Section 4(ep was a definite advance. But though the

use of English Ifiteracy tests was forbidden, Puerto Ricans

in New York were still being stymied in gaining access to-

electo'ral politics, because the registration and voting

processes were still conducted exclusiNiely,:in English.

So in 1972 the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education

Fund j....oined in representing plaintiffs in the case of Puerto

.
Rican Organization for Political Action (PROPA) v.

Kusper,
29 where the Seventh Circuit Court of. Appeals

upheld a decisibn ordeting Spanish translations of certain

election materials in Chicago. The court declared that

under federal law the right to vote means the right to -an

effective vote, and that a monolingual Spanish speaker could

not cast an effective vote when faced with election,

;materials he or she could not understand. Other lawsuits

followed in which-scourts ordered bilingual elections:

Torres v. Sachs-,
30 (New Yotk); Arroyo v. Tucker,

31

(PhiladelphialV, Ortiz v. Nets York State Board of

Elections,32. (Buffalo), 'and Marquez v. Falcev,33 (New

29 See, footnote 7, above.

30 381 F.Supp 309 (S.D.N.Y.' 1974) .

31 372 F. Supp. 764 (E.D.Pa. 1974).

32 Civ. No. 74-455 (W.D.N.Y.,,Oct. 11T1974).

33 Civ. No. 1447 (D.N.J., Oct. 1, 1973).
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Jersey). Together with the PROPA case, these were the legal

underpinnings for the bilingual' eleC"aon provisions

contained in'Section 203 of Title II and Section 301 of

Title.TII of the 1975 Voting Rights Amendments.

The leaisiative history of-the Voting Rights Act of

1975, specifically the U.S. Senate Report, acknowledges its

debt of gratitude to these decisions:

The Morgan case has enormous
significance for the bill now before
us. TheCourt approved the exercise
of Congressional power to enfranchise
language minorities who are being
denied the, right to vote.because of
their inability to read or understand
English. In that instance, Congress
suspended the New York State statue
requiring ability to understand English
as a prerequisite for voting as it is
applied to Puerto Rican residents.
Later litigation under that section
held that New York must provide bilingual
election materials, as well as allows 34
Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans. to vote.

The right to native language assistance becomes even

more critical in those instances where the State seeks to

deprive an individual of life or libeity. In United States.

rel. Negr6n v. State of New York 35 the United States
7'

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit declared that:

[T]he least we can require is that
a court, put on notice of a defendant's
severe language difficulty, make unmis-

3
4 "Voting Rights Act of 1962 - Extension ", .2 U.S.

Code, Cong. -& Adm. News 774, et seq. (94th Cong., 1st S'ess.
1975), at 803.

35 434 F.2d 386 (2nd Cir. 1970).



takenly clear, to him that he has a right

to have a competent trans for assist him,

at state exRgnse if need b , throughout

his trial. A

The right of criminal defendants to native -language

assistance is based on the United,States Constitution's

Sixth Amendment guarantee of a right to be confronted with

adverse witnesses, including the right to effectively

cross-examine those witnesses, and on the additional Sixth.

Amendment right to the assistance of counsel. The rights of

non-English-speaking voters, however,\ are given by statute,

and can be withd5awn by legislative action. This is an

important distinction. Legislators are selected through a

political process very sensitive to such variables as public

opinion and special interest groups.

In the Past, courts have held that the use of Spanish

in official government dealings with Hispanics' was required

in manTinstances. For, example; Pab6n v. Levine37 (the

0

New York State Department of Labor required to provide'

bilingual services for unemployment compensation

applicants); Mendoza v. Levine 38 New York city and

State must Provide bilingual services and assistanceto

36 434 F.2d at 391.

37 70 P.R.D. 674 (S.D.N.Y. 1976).

38 412 F.Supp. 1105 (S.D.N.Y. 1976).
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Hispanic welfare applicants and recipients); Sanchez v.

Maher 39 (bilingual forms, notices, and personnel required

for Hispanics who,seek and receive welfare benefits in

Connecticut); and there are other cases.

But a recent opinlon by the influential Second Circuit

Court of Appeals here- in New York City has raised a

formidable obstacle to advocates for bilingualism.

Sobera,1-Perez v. Heckler
40 was an appeal by Hispanics with

limited abilities in the English language, who had been

denied their claims for social security and/or supplemental

security indoMe. Theyalleged in the district court that

the denials were due to the failure by the Department to

provide not/ces and oral instructions in Spanish. The

plaintiffs had all received notices of denial of their

claims in English. Because of their inability to understand

these notices and the oral instruction's given at the social

securitybffice, they had waived their,ricrt to a hearing,

ior failed to file timely appeals.

Citing precedent in the Sixth
41

,and nth
42

sCircuit

39

40

41

,(D.Conn. ) .

30, 1983.

1219-20

qt.

Docket No. -82-6340, decided August

Frontera vAindell, 552 F.2d 1215,
Cir. 1975).

19i3.

(4

42 Carmona v. Sheffield, 475 F.2d 738,739 (9th Cir.
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Courts of Appeals, the Setond Circ-04t. rejected the nation

that Spanish language is an'integral part of Latinos's

national origins. "Lang:Lege, by itself, dOes'not identify

members af a suspect class."
43 Hispanics, as an ethnic

group, the court acknowledged, constitute a "suspect clas

for purposes of Equal Protection Clause analysis.
.51+

Where governmental action disadvantage's
a suspect class...the conduct.must.be
strictlysciUtinized and will be upheld
only if the government can establish a
coMpelling justification for the action.
Where a suspect clats...is not impki-Cated,
the challenged action need only. be ra-
tionally relatei4to a legitimate gOvern-
mental purpose.

The court then went on to state what it considered such a

"legitimate governmentad. purpose":

It is not difficult for us to
_understand why the Secretary decided
that forms should be prilated-and oral
instructions given in the English
language: English is\the natioiil
language of the United States.

While the court parenthetically nods at the fact that the

three plaintiffs; who were Puerto Rican, did not have to 1:;?e

fluerit in English, and bites Arroyo v. Tucker,
46 those

particular circumstances creating 'special Consideration for

43 SoberaL-P4rez, No'. 82-6340, slip op. at 6137.

But cf., EEOC Guidelines, below at page 29, ("The primary
language of an individual is often an e_ssential national

origin characteristic.")

44 Id., slip op. at 6136 -37 (citations omitted).

45 Id., slip op. at 6138-39 (emphasis added).
0

46. See, footnote,22, above.
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Puerto Ricans (including the fact that "the United States

has encouraged puerto Rico to teach school "children in

Spanigh
47

were not even considered.

With regard to the Due Process claim raised by the

plaintiffs, the Second Circuit held that:

Notic8 in the English language to,
social security claimants residing
in the United States is "reasonahly
calculated" to appmlge individuals
of the proceedings.

After Soberal-Perez it is less likely that courts, would

require Spanish language assistance in cases such as'PabOn,

Mendoza, and Sanchez. 49

USE OF SPANISH AT THE WOz.PLACE

Requiring the use of Spanish in public 'life, however,

is not' the only goal of a language policy that would foste/,

tolerance of a language other than Encrlishlin this Society.-
!

It is important to have the use of other languages permitted

elsewhere, especially in the work place.

In employment, language .use-should be viewed against a

background of repect shown geperally for a given ethnic or

47
37'2 F. Supp. at.766.

48
'Soberal-Perez, No. 82-6340, slip op. at 6141.

Note the court,-: -s, narrowing its holding to' those residing.int
the country,

49 See, footnotes -28,29, and 30, above.
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I
1 croup. The use of SPanishat the "workplace pOses

a dif el-it:question ur2erthe law: To what extent and
- .

under what circumstances is an employee 'entitled to Speak

Spanish on the job, free from adverse consequences?

Employment practices which impirige upon, the righti'of

Hispanics are governed-by,a federal statute popularly known

as Title VII of.the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
cO

Section 703(a)(1) of Title VII provides that it is an

unlawful emplOYment practice for an employer "to

discriminate against any individual with\respect

terms, Conditions or privileges of employment because of

such indiviaual's ... national-origin". Court

interpretations of this act have set aside neutral
kfr

employment practices. where they disproportionately harm a

protected grcup's ability to obtain or maintain employment

/ and are not justified by a business reCessity. For example,

a height requirement used as a basis for hiring was set

aside in Los Angeles as being.unrelated to the job of.,

firefighters, when it disproportionately excluded a large

number of Mexican-Americans
51

In the absence of. this anti7discrimination law many of

the rights and privileges that eMployees have are dictated

by the employer. In general term*, therefore, unless

50 42 U.S.C. 5f000e et sea.

51 Davis v. County of Los Angeles, 566 F.2d 1334

(9th Cir. 1977)..
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civil rights or labor law is implicated employers are often

free to impose any rules they desire.

Many employers have imposed "English-only" rules

varvin] froM-prohibiting.the use of other languages at

certain specific times of the work day to absolute

'prohibitions at all times while on the job. Hispanics are

usually the affected group. All of the reported decisions

in this area have been brought by Hispanic workers and

Hispanic civil rights organizations. A review of this case

.law reveals that by far the challenges have been successful,

with only a handful tof cases surviving thecharge that the

English-only rules unlawfully discriminated against Spanish-
-,

speaking workers.

Legal challenges .o English -only ,rules5

0

have been

suodessfu and have established the fa,lloWing general

principles:

a) Absolute Prohibitions: Blanket prohibitions on'

speaking any language other than English at all times at the

workplace are categorically illegal53

0,4

52 Six opinions were rendered, two:of which were
decisions of the federal courts, the remainder,
administrative opinions of the EEOC: Garcia v. Gloort 618
F.2d 264 (,5th Cir. 1980); Saucedo.v. Brothers Well Service,

.464 F. Supp. 919'(S.D.Tex. 1979); EEOC-Dec. No. 73-0479
(Feb. 1973), CCH Employment Practices 56381;, EEOC Dec. No.
72-0281 (Aug. 1971),CCR Employment Practices 56293; EEOC
Dec. No'. 71-446 (Nov. 1970), CCFI Employment Practices 56173;
EEOC Dec. AU7-2-0.(1967) (unreported).

53. See, EEOC. Decisions Nos. AU7-2-88 and 71-446,
above.
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'b) B)asiness Necessity: A speak-Ehglish-only rule

,might be justified by a valid business purpose for example,

if the rule is,necessary forithe safe and efficient

operatiOn'of the business.

Because of the potential cOr: discrimination against

Hispanics presented by English-only rules, a business

necessity defense should be carefully analyzedto assure_

, that it strictly addresses the business purpose proferred;

while not unduly-burdening Spanish-speaking workers. For

example, there',Cs'some support for the proposition that

customer preference cannot always provide an employer with a

valid defense.
54

In the administrative cases disCussed above certain;

business purpose defenses, were insufficient tOsuppqrt an

English-only.rule. The,mere fact that speaking Spanish may

appear disrespectful when non-Spanish speaking persons were

present was held insufficient in one case.
55 In another

'case the defense that,supervisors would not understand the

workers' conversation in, Spanish was als'o unsuccessful.
56

-54 See, Diaz v. Pan American World Airways, 442 F.2d.

385 (5th Cir. 1971):

55 EEOC. Dec. :7.3-04.79. An attempt to halt. the ulog of

Spanish when English - speaking patrons Vere'present

found insufficient to allow an English-only rule. EEOC/Dec.

.72-0281, This. decision apparently went out, on'a limb and

may not be decided the same way today. See, discussion of

EEOC Guidelines, below.

56 EEOC Dec. 71-.446.

26
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c) Instances Where English-Only Rules Are

Permitted: Case law has allowed'the imposition of

English-only rules in limited circumstances. In Saucedo v:

Brothers Well Bervice,
57 the court found that plaintiff

,

.

Saucedo's discharge as an oil, driller, for. violating an

Endlish-only.rule, was illegal. Thecourt focused on

matters which were later incorporated in the EEOC

Guidelines: whether the' policy established:was consisten ly

enforced; whether all employees had notice of the rule, and
4

whether they were informed of the consequences of speaking

Spanish in violdtion.of the "rule". 1n all instances the

court found that these matters. were not settled.

Nevertheless the court noted that where the safety, of

the employees was- at issue, `an, Englistl-only rule could be

enforced during the, actual drilling-of the oil well' because

of the necessity for cooperation and team work inherent-.in

such an undertaking. In-effect, the- court was saying that

safety may be a valid business purpoSe'that wOuld.render'an

English-only rule necessary.-

58
In Garcia v. Gloor, a federal court of appeals

squarely addressed the propriety of Epglish-only rules-and

made some startling observationS regarding their legality.

Language discritination, the urt stated, is not national

origin discrimination; neith discrimination based on

57 464 F. Supp. 919 (S.D.Tex. 1979).

58 618 F.2d 264 (5th Cir. 1980).
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any other ethnic'or,sociocultural- trait. -This'statement was

.

supported by the court's finding that the English-ohlv rule

could mt discriminatorily harm the plaintiff because "the

impact of the rule' is one that the affected employee .can'

readily observe and 'nonobservance is a matter of individual

'preference" ,fig The decisive factor in the court's view

'was the fact tht the plaintiff was bilingual:

(Ilf the employer engagesa bilingual
person'that person isigranted neither,
the rj.ght nor.privilege by statute to
use the lanpage of his personal,
preference.

The court went even,further and stated that this

English-only rule was valid even if it represented an

arbitrary and unjustifiable business practice.

Fortunately, Garcia v. 'Gloor does not represent the

present state of the law in this area. In fact, it h.a.s.been

limited by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(EEOC), which is the federal agency charged with the

enforcement of Title VII's guarantee The court in Garcia

was clearly deciding the case without an-EEOC "standard for

testing such- rules Cori any general policy, presented to be.

deriVed from the statute, prohibiting them. "61 As a

result, ell future challenges to these rules'can rely on the

by the agency:

59 618 F.2d 264, 270 (5th Cir. 1980).

60 Id. at 2,69.

61 618 F.2d 264, 268, n.l.

-3 7
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The EEOC often promulgates regulations that have the

force of law. The EEOC has enacted Guidelines on

Discrimination Because' of National Origin which state in

pertinent part; as follows:

A rule reauiring employees
to speak only English at all titles
in the workplace is a burdensome
term and conditiOn of employment.
111e.pritary'language of an individual
is often an essential national origin
characteristic. Prohibiting employees
mat all times, in the workplace, from
speaking their primary languageor the
language they 6peak-most comfortably,
disadvantages an individual's employment
opportunities do the hafts of national
origin. It may'also create an atmos-
phere of inferiority, Isolation and -

intimidation based on national/ origin
which could result in a discriminatory

c- working environment.' Therefore, the
Commission will presume that such a rule
violates Title VII [of the Civil Rights
-Act of 1964] and will closei:y scrutinize it.62

Recognition of language as an vessential national

origin characteristic" is the critical element in the EEOC's
ti

approach: Unless language is equated with national origin

an allegation that an English-only rule violates Title VII

cannot be successful. Nevertheless the regulation poses

additional problems of definition. As stated above the
1

prohibition which is suspect is that which is directed at

the\employee's "primary" language or the language spoken

"most comfortably". While never tested in court these

162 29 C.F.R. 51606.7.
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standards may lead to 'disparate results depending on whether

the plaintiff is comfortable in either Spanish or English or

- :

both.

As noted above, these Guidelines legally recognize that

language is.ofteh an essential national origin

characteristic, contrary to the Garcia case.
63

)Furthermore, the regulations establish the following

standards:-

(a) An EngliSfi-ony rule applied at all

times in the workplace will be closely

scrutinized and is presumptively:illegal.

(b) .An English-only rule applied only-at

certain'times in the workplace will only

be tolerated-if justifies by business

necessity.

(c) Employers should notify all workers

of the applicability of a limited'English-

only rule and of the consequences Of-Nilo-

lating such a ruld.

(d) Finally, the-EE0C,. in its preamble to

the Guidelines,. 6 -4 ecognized only two

63 Cf., Soberal-Perez, footnote 3

64 45 C.R.25635 (Dec. 29,- 1980).
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possible business purposes for implementing

such .7' rule: "where safety requires that

all communications be in English so that

everyone can clOgeYy follOw a particular

task, such as, surgery or drilling of oil :

wells; or where a salesperson Js attending
.

to English-speaking customers."

Under these standards, the Garcia case may well have been

decided,differently.

After the Garl6iadecisior and the EEOC's Guidelines,'
.. \

. ,

several cases were reported in this area, two of which.

received widespread publicity. These cases define the-

present legality of these employment practices:
N

Administrative Decisions: Two decisions were,iende'red
1

by the EEOC after the promulgation of the,EEOC.:

4
Guidelines-65 The first decision-struck down an absolute

:.
prohibition on spe g' languages other than English'in a

tailor shop:_ Despite allegatiohs'that-customers complained

'when they heard co-wOrkers.speaking Spanish, the EEOC
a

deCided that other solutions were available and no business

necessity was shown to save the-policy:6 6

65 EEOC Dec. No. 81-25 (July, 1981) ,, 27 FEP.Cases-
1820; EEOC Dec. No. 83-7 (April 1983), 31-FEP Cases 1861.

66 The policy' was evidenced by a notice which told
employees "when you are on the payioll all conversations
will be in English. Either work and English O'r-%ork
and don't talk.",
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The second decision was an unsuccessful challence to a

carefully tailOred English-only rule at a ptroleum

coMpany's refinery and-4boratory work sites. The

English -only rule was applicable to refinery personnel only

during emergencies and to those refinery workers in the

laboratory and processing areas, ,only when they were

performing their job duties. The employer successfully

defended this rule as necessary for th safe.and efficient

operation, of the business.

Both of th se (1.;Eons are consistent with the EEOC

Guidelines. Th latter decision (No.83-7) presents a

'favorable limitation.on the application of c.uch a rule to

workers only "while performing job dutiesTM.

EEOC Charges: In two separat6 cases EEOC charges were

filed in 1983 challenging English-only rules. Neither case

has resulted in an opinion.

The
67

first case resulted In a successful and

------
publicized-"se three Hispanic women. These women

were fired two days after the following order was given by

their supervisors:

From this day forward ENGLISH
only is spoken in this office.
When you speak'in your own
language the rest of the crew -

here,knows you are speaking
about one of them or me. So
in.a11.fairness to your co-workers
speak English only.

67 Lavine, Berroa & Puente National Restaurants,
Inc., EEOC Charge Nos. 021-83-2062,-2063, and -2064.
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The workers were figure clerks. They tallied, meal checks
1

and verified the totals shown. Their job duties did not
1

include any contact with the public. Charges were dropped

after a successful settlement was reached which awarded the

women their positions with no loss in benefits, back pay and

most importantly, a recission of the English-only poliy.

The second case is a pending challenge tO an

.English-only rule presently in force against all municipal

employees in Elizabeth, New Jersey.
68 Unlike Previous

cases the employer in this case has not taken any. adverse

action against employees for violating the rule which was

incorporated in, one of the Mayor's memoranda.
69 In fact,

the City of Elizabeth, in response to the legal challenge,

has nearly disavowed any intention of enforcing the

rule.
70 Nevertheless, the memorandum has not been

rescinded and allegations are made that affected employees

are not complaining for fear of losing their jobs.

68 Puerto Rican Leaal Defense and Education Fund v.
City of. Elizabeth, EEOC Charge No. 022-83-0844.

69 The memorandum by Mayor Thomas G. Dunn, dated
June 16, 1983, stated, in part:

May I add further that English is the
primary language to be spoken in the, .

official conduct of City business. Other
languages should be used-only when helpful
to.citizens or visitors who are handicapped
because of a language barrier. Furthermore,
it is most discourteous for City employees
to converse in other than English in front
of other City employees,

70 Position Paper by Frank Trocino, City Attorney of.
Elizabeth, Aug. 23, 1983.
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Both of these recent cases present Englkh-only rules

that are decisively illegal under Title VII and the EEOC

Guidelines. All indications in the case law are that these

absolute prohibitions are illegal and that the 'discourtesy"

or the "unfairness" of speaking another language in the

presence of co-workers does not provide an adequate business

necessity. Tf these reasons are the only justification that

the City of Elizabeth will offer, their English-only policy.

shOuld.not survive,a challenge.

The case of Elizabeth,' New Jersey illustrates the

prevailing trend in the national mood against bilingualism.

Some are beginning to see this movement as a national

crusade.

A group of ultra - conservatives spearheaded by.S.I.

Hayakawa recently founded a non-profit organization whose

purpose is to promote a.constitutional amendment

establishing English as the official language. It was then-

Senator Hayakawa who last year introduced an amendmentt'o

the Simpson-Mazzoli Bill that states:

It is the sense of the
Congress that -- (1) the
English language is the official
language of. the United States,
(2) no language other than the
English language is recognized
as the'official language of the
United States.

4
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Fortunately., this Eng ish-only movement has not cone

unchAllenged. Walter J. L ndry, in a Chairman's Report of

the,.U.S. Language Policy C nference held in Chicago in
/ .

January of this year, incl ded the text of/a Proposed' U.S.

.1
Language Policy Statement adopted by the conferees, which

declares in its preamble that: ,

In our plurAistic"society, it
is,impiratpe that we understand,
accept.and appreciate each other.
This requires culturally sensitive
and meanngful,communication in more
than one language./:Cross:-cultural
sensitivity and multilingual compe-
tency is even more critioal in an
increasingly interdependent world.
Therefore, it is in the-best.

interest of the United States to
adopt a public policy which pre-
serves, protects and promotes
our vast wealth of languages
and cultures.

In his Chairman's Report-Mr. Landry indicates that'a

National Caucus of .U.S, Ethnic Language Organizations that

have endorsed the Statement "will gather in Manchester, New

Hampshire in the fall to seek the support of U.S.

'13esidential Candidates running in the New Hampshire

Primary.
,72

71 Preamble to the "Proposed. U.S. Language Policy
Statement", attached to Chairman's Report from Walter J.
Lancirv, dated .January 25, 1983. ("Chairman'sReport"),

72 Chairman's Report, page 2.



Some of-the same sentiments incorporated in the U.S.

Language Policy Statement seem to.be echoed in the NeW York

State 3oard of Resents,,' "Education for a Global Perspective"

Plan, which envisions a multi-lingual society by the end of
A

this century, through-a high school graduation requirement

that students demonstrate some level of understanding of a

language other than English.

The United.States.Congress has also,been active in this

area. There are a number of bills pending before both

houses and in different stages of the legislative process,

that impact directly on what we have been discussing. Some

of them are:

H.R. 2708; introduced on April 21, 1983, and

referred tb the ,Committee on Education

and Labor, "To fUrther the national security

and improve -ehe economy of the UnitedStates

by providing' grants for the improvement of

proficiency in critical languages, for the

improvement of elementary and secondary

foreign language instruction., and for per

:apita grants to reimburse institutions

of higher learning to promote the growth

and improve the quality of wos't secondary

foreign.language instruction". Query: is

Spanish a "critical language"?



S.1285, a bill reported on 'May 16, 1983

from the Committee on Labor. and Human

Resources! "To improve t(he quality of

mathethatics and science, computer, educa-

tion, foreign languages, and vocational

education, and for other purposes."
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CONCLUSION

The United States doeS not have an .uofficial" language

policy. That is to say, this Country Ilas yet to articulate

an over-all, coherent national policy encompassing the

rights.of language minorities. There is a growing

perception, particularly among Hispanics of the existing

policy :vaditum, and .,the urgent need to structure such a,

policy. In its absence, employers in the private sector,

municipal governMentg and state agencies in the-public

sector, have been and continue -to be free to design a

patchwork of diSjointed and sometimes conflicting policies.

It. is time to bring this state of affairs to an end.:

Hispanics are called upon to be at the forefront of this

initiative.

Because of theAmerican citizenship conferred. on all

'those born'in Puerto Rico, and the fact that Spanish is the

Island's language, Puerto Ricans may become the vanguard of

this struggle.

In, the past, there have been some important advances

made: the bilingual provision of the Voting Rights Act;

bilingual education; some requirements for, bilingual notices

and assistance; some limitation on an employer's right to

'establish and enforceEnglish-only rules on the job. But

thee,for the most part, are rights created by statute or

4?
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agency rules. They do not, by any means, stand on a secure

'foundation. The foundation, in fact,shows weaknesses, and

may crumble unless those opposed to bilingualism are engaged
.

in debate, and defeated i the arena of public opinion and

political contest. In is regard, a discussion between

,Canadians and Americ , encompassing-French in Quebec and

Spanish in Puerto Rico; the use,af those languages'in

the rest of North America, could prove very useful.73'

73. See, generally, Lancuase and Society Num. 10,
Summer, 1983 i=Speciai Issue), Commissioner of Official
Languages, ,Canada. n
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